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ILLUMINATIONS 

5 December 2014 – 31 January 2015 

 

Bernarducci Meisel Gallery is pleased to present a solo exhibition of Stephen Knapp’s new 

lightpaintings entitled Illuminations. Lightpaintings are intricate compositions of light diffused 

through colored glass pieces. They are meticulously arranged on panels or walls to project 

geometric shapes. Many of the lightpaintings in this exhibition extend beyond ten feet in width, 

length, and depth. 

 

57th Street (2014) is a lightpainting that is composed on a 28 x 40 inch panel though it extends 

beyond the picture plane to 9 x 12 x 10 feet. The panel serves as a reference to painting while 

making the lightpainting modern and very easily transportable. Knapp uses light as his medium 

just like a painter may use oil as his or her medium. His work is also informed by Physics.  

 

In the large windows of the Gallery there will be two lightpaintings on display, Untitled Red (2010) 

and Falling Yellow (2009). These two works have more prominent rays of red and yellow, 

respectively. Knapp directs the light source to generate more prominent rays of certain colors and 

harmonious configurations. He harnesses light and directs it through a network of shaped and 

polished glass to create complex abstractions. These works exist somewhere between sculpture 

and painting. Their inability to be categorized is part of what makes these pieces so fascinating.  

 

Knapp has been experimenting with light throughout his career. He was first a photographer and 

transformed light with his camera lens. Over time his work manifested itself into a variety of 

mediums and now focuses more exclusively on the unique properties of light. Knapp infuses his 

pieces with vibrant colors, transforming white light into pure color through a series of coated safety 

glass pieces. Each installation takes on a new life depending on where it is displayed and exceeds 

its physical dimensions to create depth.  

 

Knapp has gained an international reputation for his large-scale, site-specific installations and has 

had solo museum exhibitions throughout the United States. He lives and works in Central 

Massachusetts. 

 
For further information or images please contact Marina Press at marina@meiselgallery.com or 

212.593.3757.  Viewing hours are Tuesday through Saturday 10:00am to 5:30pm. The Gallery will be 

closed for the Holidays from December 21, 2014 until January 3, 2015. 

 

Knapp’s lightpaintings will also be on view at Louis K. Meisel Gallery through January 31, 2015.  
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